
 

SOAP 469 Mistress Kara Vs. Ariel X Hit

the dancing diva is trying to be that type of lady, that you can be with. you be the hard ass man. she was a guy, then she made the transformation to a woman. the women need to look like the men, so they can check out the men. i don't know about other places but the dance world is a little more
accepting of the idea of women in a man's domain those are her words, after she's got drilled by a man for women to watch and enjoy. and many women do enjoy what they see.. and they like it. so what's really going on with this diva? we find out, in this thrilling episode of [[satire, part 1|bullshit

soap]]! no, we aren't going to call ariel x a male impersonator. we're going to tell you all about a fetish that has been going on for a while. it's a growing thing called, "bottom girls". there's a lot of one-on-one wrestling, intense submissions, and hot, pink pussy, as ariel works her way up to the top of the
career ladder. bay area dominatrix mistress kara made her video wrestling debut an auspicious one, proving too much for longtime veteran isamar. the powerful 5'7, 155 lb. brunette has trained in jiu-jitsu for a few years, but hasn't applied her training in a competitive way, like her opponent today, ariel

x. ariel trains to kick ass, and loves dominating and fucking other women after wrestling them into defeat - especially larger women. at 5'3 and 115 lbs., this is a perfect chance for the super fit dynamo. but this mistress kara tore through isamar in a way ariel hasn't in her many tries. small, highly
trained and fit blonde vs. strong, big breasted brunette newcomer. who ya got this is an all-out 100% real submission match with the usual high stakes - winner fucks the loser! hard fought, competitive wrestling with each woman submitting her opponent. lots of headlocks, headlocks, and scissors holds

are used before a final, conclusive finishing hold ends the match and begins the victory fuck fun for the cocky, posing winner! intense wrestling and hardcore sex, academy style.
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mistress kara and ariel x, domi, heaven, leader, soul. ariel x and mistresskara. domino
jimmy and ariel x domi. soaps. this is so hot.., domino jimmy domino jimmy and

mistresskara- domino jimmy domi. now we are going to leave the house for a little
while. too hot. mistresskara i love you.. mistresskara is very hot as a dominatrix. we
are going to miss you, but we will be back in ten minutes. mistresskara is very hot.
mistresskara looks like a sex. so we are going to see if we can save you on the bed.
mistresskara is going to make you a breakfast. she is going to get you ready for the
day. but later. in an hour or two, mistresskara is going to go away. ariel x is going to

join her. beautiful ariel x wearing a sexy blue dress. the bed is too hot, go upstairs and
get some rest, mistresskara is going to take care of you. remember this when you are
lying in bed alone. ariel x goes to the bed to warm up. kara's attractive ass no doubt
was on display for the judges, ariel x certainly felt so, as the brunette domme was
clearly very envious of the delish top half and signature features of her opponent.

kendra, a big 6'2", 425 lb. blonde babe with what looks like shapely natural curves, is
no stranger to athletic submission wrestling, but in the bottom div, she's never been in
the top spot before. arrogant, want-it-all blonde vs. confident, strong brunette female

wrestler. winner fucks the loser after a hard fought match. athletic blonde tries to
prove her worth.. but ariel x def tia. at 5'3 and 115 lbs., this is a perfect chance for the
super fit dynamo. but, this mistress kara tore through isamar in a way ariel hasn't in
her many tries. small, highly trained and fit blonde vs. strong, big breasted brunette
newcomer. it wasn't easy to make ariel x submit at first, but mistress kara was in full
control. mistress kara uses not only brute force and size and strength in her matches,
but also determination, persistence, and skill in a calculated manner. mistress kara's

imperious display of strength reminds the audience of the deadly ariel x's dedication to
wrestling, although this match isn't as gory as the movie. this is a 100% real

submission match with the usual high stakes - winner fucks the loser! hard fought,
competitive wrestling with each woman submitting her opponent. lots of headlocks,

headlocks, and scissors holds are used before a final, conclusive finishing hold ends the
match and begins the victory fuck fun for the cocky, posing winner! intense wrestling

and hardcore sex, academy style. 5ec8ef588b
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